
Video: Chord progressions - a colourful approach


Videos are built off of our emotional reactions, which we aim to mimic in the music we accompany 
it with. Have a brief think about different melodies or chords you have heard that have evoked a 
certain emotion in you which maybe you could relate to your video. Maybe think of the theme 
song of Jaws, how those small minor 2nd intervals gradually increasing in speed build intensity 
and suspense. Or perhaps think of the melody of somewhere over the rainbow, where that octave 
leap helps build the image of hope and longing.


One way to approach composing the melody and/or harmony for your composition is through 
using colour chords. For this approach you choose the notes for each chord based on your 
reaction to the feeling they each evoke. If you are unconfident in trusting your ear to choose the 
right note combinations you may start with a pitch set such as the C major pentatonic scale 
shown here, particularly appropriate for happier moods. The C blues scale shown above could 
also be used for a sadder emotion. However, if you are at least slightly confident in trusting your 
ear, I recommend you play around with all sorts of pitch combinations, both close and far, in order 
to best suit the emotion of your video. Pause this video now and have a try now finding a chord 
containing three notes played simultaneously, or at the same time, for each of these adjectives: 
Happy, Light and Sad. 


Okay, so now you know how to find different chords for different descriptors, I suggest that you 
come up with a chord progression using those chords to accompany your video and the emotions 
present. You can repeat chords, however I suggest that you use more than one for your entire 
video, unless of course this is a conscious, justified decision.


Hopefully now you have found your chords so now I will show you an example I came up for each 
word myself. Note that these are all subjective, you may have a different response to these chords 
and that is completely valid! You may also have a very different sounding chord and that doesn’t 
mean it doesn’t match the descriptor. You have to trust your ear in this approach to choose the 
notes for your song.


Describe why I chose each chord - what emotion they relate to.


Now that you have your chords, you can choose how you want them to be played. Perhaps they 
are appegiated, where each note is heard singular but in succession with the other chordal notes. 
Or perhaps you hear the bass note first, followed by the other notes of the chord in an om-pah-
pah fashion. Or you may even have your chords played as block chords, or slowly built up over 
time, with each note sustained. Here are some examples of how that might work in my 
composition. Note that if you are stuck choosing these you should refer back to your structural 
plan as they may inform your approach.


Video: Melody


Now that you have your chord progression relating to the emotion of your video, it is time to 
determine the melody (if wanted) to layer overtop. I recommend forming the melody based off of 
the notes of your chords, played in a different octave. When each chord is being heard, use notes 
of that chord over top to form the melody, changing pitch set as the chords change. For instance, 
My first chord contains the notes: _ and therefore I will form a melody built off of those notes. You 
will want to think about what speed you want the melody to move at, the distance between 
consecutive pitches and what instrument or dynamic level it is played at. For instance, for a 
gentle, loving video scene I would want the melody to flow smoothly in stepwise motion and not 
too fast, and perhaps be played on an instrument such as a flute. For something scary however, I 
may want the music to be played loud, harsh and fast on an instrument such as the violin. These 
decisions will all have an impact upon the final outcome of your composition and how it relates to 
the video so it is important you ask yourself about each of these considerations.


I recommend to approach writing your melody through improvising on your chordal tones. You 
can have your chord progression playing on repeat while you improvise overtop, developing your 
melody. Here is the melody I created to accompany my video as a example for how this may 
work.




Video: Extra layers


Congratulations, you now have the bones of a great film composition! If you are wondering what 
else you can add to further your composition here are a few ideas:


How about a unpitched percussion line to accompany your music? Think about when it occurs - 
silence is just as powerful as noise. I have included one here in my composition when the action 
picks up to further drive the pace of my composition, relating to the chase occurring in the video.


How about a special character motif? In your initial analysis of the video you noted where 
characters appear, so why not represent that in the music? This could be shown through the use 
of an instrument to relate to a character or through creating a small motif that is heard each time 
the character is seen.


These are some things you can choose to implement in your piece to further it, however it is not 
necessary. The important thing is that you are creative in approaching this task and that you 
explore the different sound-worlds. Do not stress about making a mistake since rarely there is 
such a thing, and even if there is, you can change it at any point and learn from what you like and 
don’t like. Good luck composing, I hope you enjoy the process and I can’t wait to see what you 
come up with!


